Welcome to Marseille!

Exchange programs in engineering
Exchange programs within Engineering program
Double degree programme
(Application deadline: 1st of May)
First two years of the three years degree course leading to the national Master’s Degree in Engineering (in French: diplôme d’ingénieur).

One semester exchange during 8th or 9th semester (Master level)
Semester 8 (from February-June)
(Application deadline: 1st of December)
+ Bio-engineering
+ Dynamics, Mutation and Crises
+ Sustainable Energy
+ Environment and Sustainable Development
+ Nano Sciences and Nanotechnologies
+ Information Science and Numerical Society.

Semester 9 (from September-January)
(Application deadline: 1st of May)
+ Chemistry and Chemical Engineering
+ Photonics and Innovative Systems
+ Mechanical Engineering
+ Mathematics, Management, Economics and Finance
+ Organizations, Mathematics and Computer Science for Society
+ Signals, Images and Communications.

Research placements
Three to nine months research projects.

(A)BROAD-MINDED ENGINEERS

Centrale Marseille
Centrale Marseille is a ‘Grande Ecole d’Ingénieurs’ (graduate school in engineering). Its mission is to train top-rank engineer – managers,
+ with a solid scientific background in a wide range of disciplines,
+ with an international perspective and highly developed managerial and entrepreneurial skills or technical expertise,
+ capable of managing multidisciplinary teams and of anticipating and adapting to technological and environmental change.
Exchange programs
(credit seeking students only)
Joint Masters École Centrale de Marseille/Aix-Marseille University

+ Applied Mathematics
+ Optics and Photonics
+ Signal Processing
+ Finance and Insurance
+ Mechanical Engineering.

Introduction week at Centrale Marseille

+ Intensive French language courses
+ Visits of Marseille
+ Welcome party by Centrale Marseille Students
+ Shopping to settle down
+ Welcome by Mayor of Marseille.

Student Life at Centrale Marseille

+ Sports & Sailing
+ Arts
+ Computer
+ Finance
+ Engineers without Borders
+ Student-run Junior Company
+ Solidarity & social diversity
+ International Students
**Marseille**
*300 days of sun per year*

- Second largest city of France
- 870,000 inhabitants
- Nice region with beautiful cities like Arles, Aix-en-Provence, Avignon, Nice
- Marignane Airport: third largest French airport, serving 26 countries...
- 1 hour from Lyon by train
- 3 hours from Paris by train
- 4 hours from Genova (Italy)
- 5 hours from Barcelona (Spain)